
Comments to the alulation of transverse beam spin asymmetryfor eletron proton elasti satteringE. A. Kuraev, S. Bakmaev, V. V. Bytev, and Yu. M. BystritskiyJINR-BLTP, 141980 Dubna, Mosow region, Russian FederationE. Tomasi-GustafssonDAPNIA/SPhN, CEA/Salay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, Frane(Dated: February 28, 2007)AbstratThe transverse beam spin indued asymmetry is alulated for the sattering of transversallypolarized eletrons on a proton target within a realisti model. Suh asymmetry is due to theinterferene between the Born amplitude and the imaginary part of two photon exhange am-plitude. In partiular, the ontribution of non-exited hadron state (elasti) to the two photonamplitude is alulated. The elasti ontribution requires infrared divergenes regularization andan be expressed in terms of numerial integrals of the target form fator. The inelasti han-nel orresponding to the one pion hadroni state ontribution is enhaned by squared logarithmiterms. We show that the ratio of elasti over inelasti hannel is of the order of 0.3 and annotbe ignored. Enhanement e�ets due to the dereasing of form fators bring the transverse beamasymmetry to values as large as 10�4 for partiular kinematial onditions.PACS numbers:
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I. INTRODUCTIONPolarization observables are a powerful tool for a preise investigation of the nuleonstruture. Elasti eletron proton sattering is the simplest reation whih gives informationon the dynamial properties of the nuleon, as eletromagneti form fators (EM FFs), if oneassumes one-photon exhange to be the underlying reation mehanism. With the adventof high energy, highly polarized eletron beams and hadron polarimeters in the GeV range,it has beome possible to measure polarization observables in high preision experiments upto large values of the momentum transfer squared. In partiular, in elasti ep sattering,the polarization of the proton indued by a longitudinally polarized beam allows to aessthe proton EM FFs ratio, as �rstly proposed in [1, 2℄.The ratio between the longitudinal and the transverse polarization of the proton in thesattering plane has been measured up to a value of the momentum transfer squared,Q2=�q2=�t=5.8 GeV2, giving surprising results [3℄. It has been found that the eletriand magneti distribution in the proton are di�erent, and that the eletri FF dereasesfaster with Q2 than previously assumed. However, measurements based on the Rosenbluthseparation (unpolarized ep elasti ross setion) give ontraditing results, and on�rm thatthe ratio of eletromagneti proton FFs is ompatible with unity.The extration of FFs by polarized and unpolarized experiments is based, in both ases,on the same formalism, whih assumes one photon exhange. To explain the disrepanybetween these results, it has been suggested that two photon exhange should be taken intoaount [4℄. Although suh mehanism is suppressed by a fator of �, due to the steepdereasing of the eletromagneti FFs with Q2, two-photon exhange where the momentumtransfer is shared between the two photons, an beome important with inreasing Q2. Thisfat was already indiated in the seventies [5℄, but it was never experimentally observed.Reently, a reanalysis of the existing data in deuteron [6℄ and in proton [7℄ did not showevidene for suh mehanism (more preisely the real part of the interferene between 1and 2 exhange), in the last ase at the level of 1%. Although there are a few alulationswhih show that the box diagram ontribution is too small to solve the FF ratio disrepany[8, 9℄, it is interesting to study the impliations of the two photon mehanism as one ex-pets a detetable ontribution of two-photon exhange in eletron hadron sattering, withinreasing Q2. The relative role of the two-photon exhange with respet to the main (one2



photon) ontribution is expeted to be even larger for d or 3He, due to the steep dereasingof the eletromagneti FFs. The presene of the two photon exhange amplitude shouldbe �rstly unambiguously experimentally deteted. It would indue an additional struturefuntion and more ompliated expressions for all the observables. An exat alulation oftwo photon exhange in frame of QED for e� elasti sattering was done in [10℄, where itwas found that its ontribution to harge asymmetry is very small (at perent level). Thisstatement must be valid also for ep sattering, as e� sattering an be onsidered to give anupper limit for the proton ase.Other observables, whih vanish in the one-photon approximation, an be more sensitiveto the presene of this mehanism. For example, the transverse beam spin asymmetry(TBSA) for the ase of sattering of transversally polarized eletrons on a proton targete(~a; p1) + p(p)! e(p01) + p(p0); (1)(the momenta of the partiles are shown in brakets and ~a is the eletron polarization) isde�ned as j~a?jA(s; t) = d�d
(~a)� d�d
(�~a)d�d
(~a) + d�d
(�~a) ; (2)where d
 is the phase spae volume of the sattered eletron, j~a?j is the omponent ofeletron spin, whih is transversal to the eletron sattering plane, and A(s; t) is the analyzingpower. TBSA is funtion of two Mandelstam variables, the total energy s = (p1+p)2�M2 =2pp1 and the momentum transfer t = (p1 � p01)2 = �2p1p01. Suh polarization observablewas reently measured in high preision experiments devoted to parity violation in elasti epsattering, whih have a sensitivity of 10�6 i.e., partile per million (ppm). Indeed, nonzerovalues for this asymmetry were found: A = 15:4 � 5:4 ppm at Q2 = 0:1 (GeV/)2 in theSAMPLE experiment, at large sattering angle [11℄ whereas in the MAMI experiment A =(�8:59�0:89stat�0:75syst) ppm at Q2= 0.106 (GeV/)2, and A = (�8:52�2:31stat�0:87syst)ppm at Q2= 0.230 (GeV/)2 [12℄.Suh observable is sensitive to the imaginary part of the two-photon amplitude, moreexatly to the interferene of Born and imaginary part of box amplitude and vanishes in theBorn approximation.TBSA was reently alulated in in a series of papers. In Ref. [15℄ a general analysisof the double Compton amplitude was derived in terms of 18 kinematial amplitudes. The3



kinematis was restrited to the ase when the two virtual photons have the same virtuality.The results for TBSA at forward angle, in the energy range 3� 45 GeV are negative, of theorder of few ppm, and are not in ontradition with the experimental data.In Ref. [13℄ attention was paid to inelasti hadron states, and the spin asymmetry wasshown to be enhaned by double logarithmi terms � ln2(�t=(m2e)) for small t kinematis.It was stated that the the ontribution to TBSA from the proton intermediate state issuppressed by several orders of magnitude. The exitation of �(1232) resonane intermediatestate was also onsidered. Indeed, �(1232) and any nuleon resonane an not exist inthe intermediate state as real partiles, and a virtual or o�-mass shell � resonane hasno physial meaning. In our opinion, it is more realisti to onsider, instead, a de�nitemehanism, with prodution of a � + N intermediate state, whih is the simplest inelastihannel.Inelasti ontributions an be expressed in terms of the total photoprodution ross se-tion. This assumption is however an approximation beause the exhanged photons are o�mass shell and t 6= 0 [13℄.In the intermediate hadroni state, elasti as well as inelasti ontributions should betaken into aount. In lowest order of perturbation theory (PT) the elasti intermediate stateontribution su�ers from infrared divergenes, but ontributes to TBSA. When onsideringup down proton spin asymmetry, this kind of ontribution was not properly onsidered inthe previous literature, starting from the basi referenes [16℄, as well as in more reentworks. In the present work, the ontribution of elasti hadroni state is taken into aountin terms of a general eikonal phase, and an IR anellation proedure (IR regularization)is applied. After this proedure, it remains a �nite ontribution to TBSA, whih, at ourknowledge, was not alulated in previous works.The purpose of this paper is to point out shortomings of the previous work, to drivethe attention to the neessity of onsidering orretly the elasti intermediate state and toompare its relative ontribution to the simplest inelasti proess of pion prodution.The present alulation di�ers from the published ones mainly in two respets. Weshow that after applying the infrared regularization proedure, the ontribution of elastiintermediate states is not suppressed as it was stated in [17℄, it produes a �nite ontributionin eletron mass zero limit and an be expressed in terms of target FFs. A de�nite hannelof pion prodution in the intermediate state is alulated, in order to estimate the inelasti4



FIG. 1: Polarized eletron-proton elasti sattering: a - Born approximation, b,  - imaginary partof two photon exhange amplitude (b - elasti intermediate state,  - inelasti intermediate state).hadroni states. O�-mass shell photons and kinematis with t 6= 0 are onsidered. For thenumerial estimation we take a simple ansatz for nuleon FFs, (dipole approximation forthe Pauli FF and vanishing Dira FF) whih is justi�ed, in priniple, only at small or atvery large values of Q2. Nevertheless, it allows to arry on a simple formalism, and does nota�et qualitatively the results. The present alulation an be generalized to realisti FFsin a straightforward way.II. FORMALISMThe amplitude of elasti eletron-proton-sattering, Eq. (1), taking into aount onlyexhanged virtual photons, an be written as [18℄:M(s; t) = ei�(t)M1(s; t); �(t) = ��  ln��t�2 � ; (3)where � is a �titious photon mass and M1 is �nite at the limit �! 0,  is a real onstant,depending on FFs and it is not alulated here.In the language of Feynman diagrams, the phase fator ei� an be assoiated with sin-gle hadron intermediate hadroni states, whereas M1 orresponds to inelasti intermediatehadroni states suh as prodution of neutral pions.The spei� struture of the amplitude, Eq. 3, suggests a unique way to alulate TBSA,eliminating infrared divergenes. The asymmetry indeed arises from the interferene of theBorn amplitude with the imaginary part of the two (or more) photon exhange amplitude inthe lowest order of perturbation theory. The usual mehanism of infrared (IR) singularities5



anellation (taking into aount real soft photon emission) does not work here, sine theamplitude of soft photon emission is real.The interferene of the Born amplitude with the two photon exhange amplitude wherethe intermediate state is a proton, leads to a result whih an be expressed in the formA�(t) + B. Keeping in mind the general form of this sattering amplitude, Eq. 3, inorder to eliminate the terms ontaining the phase �(t), a regularization proedure, alledIR regularization, has to be applied. It onsists in dropping terms whih ontain ln(�=m2).This is justi�ed by the anellation of infrared divergent terms when alulating the matrixelement squared (3).The general form for the ontribution to the di�erential ross setion for the ase oftransversally polarized inident eletron is related to the fatorm(pp1p01a) = m"��Æp�p�1p01 aÆ ' mMEE 0 sin �ja?j; (4)wherem,M , E, E 0 = E= �1 + EM (1� os �)� are the mass of eletron, the mass of the proton,the energies of the initial and �nal eletron, respetively, � is the �nal eletron satteringangle in the laboratory frame, and a? is the degree of transverse polarization of the inidenteletron.The asymmetry is due to the interferene of the Born amplitude with the s-hannelimaginary part of two-photon exhange amplitude.A. Elasti ontributionThe elasti ontribution to the asymmetry an be written as:Ael = 2PspinMbM�elPspin jMbj2ja?j ; (5)with Xspin jMbj2 = �4��t �2 8(s2 + u2 + 2M2t)F 2(t);2XspinMbM�el = 25��3t F (t) ss+M2 Z SeSel dO00q21q22 F (t1)F (t2); (6)where q21;2 = �2�2(1 � 1;2) and � = s=(2ps+M2) in the elasti ase. The integration isperformed in the enter of mass system (CMS) of the initial partiles, and � is the energy6



of the eletron in this referene frame. The proton vertex is desribed by suh model forthe Pauli and Dira FFs: F1(t) = F (t) = (1 +Q2=Q20)�2 follows a dipole distribution withQ20 = 0:71 GeV2 and F2(t) = 0. This is a good approximation at very large or very small tvalues. In our ase, it is a simple presription, whih allows to fatorize the terms ontainingFFs. The traes Se and Sel have the formSe = 14Tr(p̂01 +m)�(p̂001 +m)�(p̂1 +m)5â�; (7)Sel = 14Tr(p̂0 +M)�(p̂+ q̂1 +M)�(p̂+M)�: (8)After performing the angular integration (see Appendix B) we obtain:Ael = �st�mMEE 0 sin �4(s+M2)(s2 + u2 + 2M2t)F (t)Qel; (9)Qel = �12ag + (4s+ 6t)a1s + 2(s+ t)a11 + [8M2 � 2(2s+ t)℄av � 4M2I; (10)where the integrals I, av, a11, a1s, ag are given in the Appendix A (see Eq. (A4)).B. Inelasti ontributionThe ontribution of the inelasti hannel an be written as:Ainel = � � t64�2g2 jF (t)j�1s2 + u2 + 2M2t Z �001d�001q21q22 SeSineldO�dO001(s2 � 2ps+m2�001)�2[ps�M2 � �001(1� �)℄2 ; (11)� = os ~p10~q0; me < �001 < s2ps+M2 �1� m�M2sps+M2� ;where the value of g2 � 3 an be extrated from the total photon-proton ross setion�ptot � 0:1 mb > �g2=(4m2�). The trae has the form:Sinel = 14Tr(p̂0 +M) �5 p̂0 � q̂0 +M(p0 � q0)2 �M2� + � p̂00 + q̂0 +M(p00 + q0)2 �M25��� (p̂00 +M) �� p̂� q̂0 +M(p� q0)2 �M25 + 5 p̂00 + q̂0 +M(p00 + q0)2 �M2�� (p̂+M)�; (12)where, in the inelasti ase:q21;2 = ���001(1� �1;2); 1� �2 = �me(�� �001)��001 �2 : (13)In the approximation of quadrati logarithms whih is valid when �001 � M the resultingexpression for asymmetry an be fatorized (in CMS):Aasinel = � g2�mMEE 0s sin �64�2(s2 + u2 + 2M2t)(s+M2)F (t)RP; (14)7



where R is the ontribution of the nuleon-pion blok:R = � � �2M2 + s + 2ts Æ + �2M2s � 1�  + 2IL + �4M2 � t��v ++2 �2M2 + s� �v + s (4�M2 + t)4M2(� + 1) I1 + 1sj; � = �t4M2 : (15)The oeÆients �, Æ, , IL, �v, �v, I1, j are given in Appendix B, see Eq. (B1), and theterm P is the ontribution of the 2-intermediate eletron blok of amplitude:Z dO00�001d�001�q21q22 = �1t �ln �tm2e ln �2m2e � 12 ln2 �2m2e + 2�23 � = �1t P: (16)III. RESULTSNumerial results are presented in Tables I and II for di�erent values of the outgoingeletron sattering angle and of the energy of the initial eletron.The ratio Ael=Aasinel is given in Table I (see Eqs. (9,14). The elasti ontribution is notnegligible, representing more than 30 % of the inelasti one, for most of the kinematialregion. At small energy and angle it even exeeds the inelasti ontribution. The reasonis that, at small energies, inelasti hannels are suppressed in viinity of the pion pairprodution threshold.The total asymmetry A = Ael +Aasinel (in units ppm) is given in II. It inreases when theenergy inreases, around � = 900 where it an be as large as 104.The suppression in the viinity of � = 0 or �, is driven by the sine term.In order to ompare the alulation with experimental data, di�erent kinematial on-ditions should be onsidered, at low Q2. The experimental values or Ref. [12℄ are wellreprodued by the present alulation, taking the following values for the osine of eletronsattering angle: a = 0:64 and for the pion oupling onstant: g2 = 1:5.IV. CONCLUSIONWe alulated the ontribution to the eletron beam asymmetry in elasti ep sattering,whih arises from the two photon exhange amplitude in ase of non exited hadron inter-mediate state. The present alulation shows that that the elasti ontribution an not benegleted, and that it an be expressed in terms of hadron FFs.8



The present results ontradit previous statements of a spei� suppression of this kind ofontribution [13, 14, 16, 20℄, the reason being that this soure was not properly onsidered.The elasti intermediate state amplitude su�ers from infrared divergenes (see Eqs. (1),(3)). This fat was overlooked in the previous literature.Inelasti hadroni intermediate states are enhaned in omparison with the elasti stateonsidered above, and an be expressed in terms of double virtual Compton sattering(DVCS) amplitude [15℄ ontrary to statement [20℄, where it was expressed in terms of pho-toprodution ross setion.Double logarithmi enhanement (DL) of inelasti hannel takes plae at higher orders ofthe QED oupling onstant, what an lead to Sudakov form-fator suppresion type. Rigorousinvestigation of higher orders of QED ontributions will be subjet of further investigations.It must be noted that the results are sensitive to the behavior of nuleon FFs, but do nothage the qualitatively results of the paper. The dipole like dereasing with the momentumtransfer squared plays a ruial role and results in a general enhanement of elasti andinelasti hannels ontributions.The hoie of FFs taken in the present work, allows a simpli�ed alulation. This ap-proah is realisti at small Q2 and at Q2 � 1 GeV2 due to the suppression of the F2 formfator. At small Q2, the auray of our alulation, due to this approximation is of theorder of � .Another approximation, whih a�ets the preision of the present results, is related tothe fat that single-logarithmi terms of the form ln(�t=m2) as well as terms of the order(m�=M)2 were omitted.Overall, the preision of the present results due to these approximations an be estimatedat the level of 10 %.V. ACKNOWLEDGMENTSOne of us (VB) is grateful to the grant MK-2952.2006.2. E.A.K. aknowledges the hos-pitality of DAPNIA/SPhN, Salay, where part of this work was done.
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E, GeV � = 300 � = 600 � = 900 � = 1200 � = 15001.0 -1.377 0.138 0.292 0.331 0.3401.5 -0.252 0.323 0.379 0.392 0.3922.0 0.123 0.377 0.389 0.394 0.4012.5 0.261 0.375 0.378 0.381 0.3773.0 0.327 0.358 0.363 0.359 0.3543.5 0.349 0.361 0.339 0.338 0.3384.0 0.348 0.335 0.327 0.314 0.316TABLE I: Ratio of elasti over inelasti terms Ael=Aasinel.E, GeV � = 300 � = 600 � = 900 � = 1200 � = 15001.00 0.76 -11.70 -28.27 -34.39 -23.0371.50 -2.03 -22.13 -43.24 -43.96 -26.262.00 -4.47 -35.28 -58.57 -53.37 -29.872.50 -7.42 -50.05 -73.77 -62.71 -33.393.00 -11.119 -66.95 -88.68 -71.13 -37.693.50 -15.73 -85.08 -104.42 -79.98 -41.584.00 -21.58 -103.16 -119.07 -88.17 -45.32TABLE II: Total asymmetry A = Ael +Aasinel in units of ppm.APPENDIX A: ELASTIC CONTRIBUTION (METHOD OF INTEGRATION)The biaxial referene frame is used to parametrize the phase volume dO00 with �xeddiretions of initial (~p1) and sattered (~p10) eletrons.The angular phase spae volume of the intermediate real eletron is parametrized asZ dO00 = 2 1Z�1 d1 +Z� d2pD;
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where D = 1� a2 � 21 � 22 + 212a = (2 � �)(+ � 2) > 0;� = a1 �q(1� 21)(1� a2);and 1 = os �1, 2 = os �2, a = os �, and �1 = d~p1 ~p100, �2 = d~p10 ~p100, and � = d~p1 ~p10 (in CMS,where ~p1+ ~p = 0). Using Euler substitution (t2 = (2� �)=(+� 2)) the relevant integralsare [19℄:Z +� d2pD = �; Z +� d2pD(1� �2) = �[(a� �1)2 + (1� �2)(1� 21)℄ 12 ;Z +� 2d2pD = �a1;Z d2pD(1� �11)(1� �22) = �pd "ln� 41� �21� + ln� 41� �22�+ 2 ln 1� �1�2a+pd4 # ;d = (1� �1�2a)2 � (1� �21)(1� �22);where �1 and �2 are real number and 0 < �1;2 < 1 .For the ase of a proton in the intermediate state one an write the following kinematialrelations in CMS:~p1 + ~p = ~p100 + ~p 00 = ~p10 + ~p 0 = 0;��2 + q21 = (p1 � p001)2 = ��2 � 2p2(1� 1) = �2�2(1� ��1);q2 = t = �2�2(1� a); (A1)with 1� �2� = �2p2 ; p2 � �2 � s24(s+M2) :Then the following integrals an be alulated:I0 = Z dO00�(q21 � �2)(q22 � �2) = � 2t�2 ln��t�2 �; (A2)I1 = 1� Z dO00q21 � �2 = � 1�2 �ln��t�2 �+ ln�4�2�t�� :Inluding a realisti hadron form fator F (t), with normalization F (0) = 1, after applyingthe IR regularization proedure, one obtains:IR Z dO00F (q21)F (q22)(q21 � �2)(q22 � �2) �1; p001�; p001�p001�	 =�I; av(p1 + p01)�; agg�� + a11(p1�p1� + p01�p01�) + a1s(p1�p01� + p1�p01�)	 ; (A3)11



where the salar oeÆients introdued in Eq. (10) have the form:I = 12�4 �Z d2pD� F (q21)� 11� 1 F (q22)� 11� 2 ++ Z 1�1 d2j2 � aj �F (q22)� 11� 2 � F (t)� 11� a �+ F (t)� 11� a L� ;av = �1t�2� Z d2F (q22)(F (q21)� 1)pD(1� 1) � 1t�2 �Z 1�1 d2[F (q22)� F (t)℄j2 � aj + F (t) � L� ; (A4)ag = 14ta1s = 1t� Z d2pDF (q21)F (q22); L = ln � s2�t(s +M2)�a11 = � 1�2t2 �Z d2q22F (q22)(F (q21)� 1)�pD(1� 1) + Z 1�1 d2j2 � aj(q22F (q22)� tF (t)) + tF (t) � L� :It is easy to see that for any form of FFs (partiularly for dipole ) all divergenes are aneledand the �nal expressions are free from disontinuities. For our hoie of FF we have:F (q21;2)� 11� 1;2 = �4�2[Q20 + �2(1� 1;2)℄[Q20 + 2�2(1� 1;2)℄2 ; F (t)� 11� a = �4�2[Q20 + �2(1� a)℄[Q20 + 2�2(1� a)℄2 : (A5)Let us reall that the following relation holds between a, the osine of sattering eletronangle in CMS, and the initial eletron energy, �: 1�a = �t=(2�2) , and that q21;2 = �2�2(1�1;2).APPENDIX B: INELASTIC CONTRIBUTION (USEFUL INTEGRALS)In the inelasti ase, after alulating the traes, the Shouten identity is used to expressthe loop momenta in the numerator via the denominators (we neglet the terms m2�=M2 �0:02 ompared to those of order unity): = (p0 � q0)2 �M2 = �2p0q0;b = (p� q0)2 �M2 = �2pq0;d = (p00 + q0)2 �M2 = 2p00q0:
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Finally, one an write the inelasti ontribution in terms of the following integrals, Eq. (15):Z d!1b = Z d!1 = I1 = � 14�2L; L = ln s+M2M2 ;Z d!b = Z d!b = 1� a2~� L+ a = IL;Z d!b2 = �2�2�� 1~� �(1� a)2 � 12 �1� ~�2� �1� a2��L + 2a� 32a2� = i;Z d!b = Z d! = �2�2 ~� = j; ~� = ss+ 2M2 ;Z d!bq�0 = (p+ Æp0)�;  = 1�16M4�(1 + �) �(2M2 � t)i� 2M2j� ; (B1)Z d!bq�0 = (p0 + Æp)�; Æ = 1�16M4�(1 + �) �(2M2 � t)j � 2M2i� ;Z d!1 q�0 = (�vp + �vQ)�; �v = 1s2 �2Q2 � s(M2 +Q2)I1� ;Z d!1b q�0 = (�vp0 + �vQ)�; �v = � 1s2 �M2 +Q2 + 2M2sI1� ;Z d!q�0 = �Q�; � = s2Q2 ; Q = p+ p1; Q2 = M2 + s;where the following notation holds for the phase volume element:d3q0d3p002�02�00 Æ4(Q� p00 � q0) = s�2(s+M2)d!; d! = dO�4� : (B2)
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